
Campworks Seeks Investment to Lead
Outdoor Adventure Market with NS-1 Electric
Overland Trailer

The fully electric NS-1 is capable of tackling any trail

and gets energy infrastructure anywhere.

Campworks Nomadic Systems Inc. is on a

mission to lead the zero-impact outdoor

adventure revolution with the NS-1, the

“World’s First all-electric trailer.”

DENVER, COLORADO, UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA, April 24, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- As humanity

grapples with pressing environmental

challenges and technological

revolutions, Campworks recognizes the

critical importance of reconnecting

with nature in order to comprehend

the value of preserving it. The NS-1

isn't just a trailer; it is a testament.

Campworks empowers outdoor

enthusiasts to explore with confidence and leads by example by offering an ingeniously

designed product that outperforms, outlives and outclasses the gingerbread-house-styled

trailers dominating the industry. The NS-1 teaches game-theory styled resource management,

We are fighting for the

human right to nature in the

midst of climate change and

technological revolution.

With the NS-1 we offer a

different path - a life guided

by the sun and the flow of

the river.”

Thomas Hoffmann

while simultaneously creating a framework that is shifting

its industry into superior design and an ultimate user

experience.

Now is the time. The overland and outdoor industries have

surged in response to the global pandemic and a demand

for accountable and positive eco-impact products and

business. Campworks is poised to revolutionize the

market. The NS-1 is designed to meet the needs of today's

adventurers, offering high-quality, eco-conscious electric

adventure trailers that maximize efficiency and comfort, all

while reducing environmental impact, from manufacturing

to the end-user.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://campworksco.com/nomadic-system


Campworks logo inspired by the compass that guides

each of us toward nature.

The Campworks slogan points toward a grounded

future and one where mobility is not hyperactivity.

To fuel growth and bring the NS-1 to

market on a larger scale, Campworks is

actively seeking investment. The funds

raised will be allocated towards 1)

operational expenses, 2) marketing

and sales development, 3) inventory

and accounts payable for pre-order

customers. With a valuation of $2

million post-money SAFE, this

represents a compelling investment

opportunity.

The Campworks team, led by Founder and CEO Thomas Hoffmann and COO Mathew Hager,

brings a wealth of experience and expertise to the table. With backgrounds in environmental

design, global travel, remote living, operations, manufacturing, and engineering, they are

positioned to address the challenges facing the outdoor adventure market and build a successful

company.

Campworks plans to continue its growth trajectory by seeking additional rounds of fundraising

before considering acquisition or an initial public offering (IPO). The focus is on expanding

market presence, enhancing product offerings, and scaling operations to meet growing demand,

with a clear path to profitability and maximum shareholder value.

Campworks has already demonstrated strong traction in the market with 12 delivered units, 8

outstanding pre-order customers, 3 units in production, and 1 new sale in March 2024 amidst a

marketing pause to ensure manufacturability. The NS-1's innovative design namely mobile EV

charging and fully electric design, coupled with sustainable features and materials, and robust

off-road performance have resonated with customers, confirming the demand for eco-conscious

and heirloom adventure trailers.

Investors interested in joining Campworks on this exciting journey are invited to contact us

directly for more information about our Seed round funding opportunity.

For more information about Campworks Nomadic Systems Inc. and the NS-1, visit

www.campworks.com.

Mat Hager

Campworks Nomadic Systems Inc.

mat@campworksco.com
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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